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Educational purposes

The information on this site is for educational purposes only and is not investment or financial advice. None of the information in this medium constitutes, or 
should be relied on as, a suggestion, offer, or other solicitation to engage in, or refrain from engaging in, any purchase, sale, or any other any investment-

related activity with respect to any ICO, IPO, STO, IEO or other crowdfunding or transaction.

Mind the risk

Cryptocurrency and digital asset investments are volatile and high-risk in nature. Don’t invest more than what you can afford to lose. We are not paid to do 
any reviews, but we do take a personal stance on projects or tools that we believe are promising or useful. The SkyToken or Skypath Security makes no 

representations, warranties, or assurances as to the accuracy, currency, or completeness of the content contained in this medium or any sites linked to or 
from this presentation.

Always do your own research

Please do your own research before making any investment decisions.

Investment Disclaimer

This disclaimer or any other document, produced and signed by The SkyToken or Skypath Security does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell any 
shares or securities, or the products offered thereto. None of the information or analyses presented are intended to form the basis for any investment 

decision, and no specific recommendations are intended, and The SkyToken or Skypath Security services and the website are not, do not offer and shall not 
be construed as investment or financial products. SkyToken or Skypath Security does not supply investment advice or counsel or solicitation for investment 
in any security and shall not be construed in that way. The SkyToken or Skypath Security expressly disclaims all responsibility for any direct or consequential 
loss or damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from: (i) reliance on any information produced by The SkyToken or Skypath Security , (ii) 
any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information or (iii) any action resulting therefrom, (iv) usage or acquisition of products, available through the 

medium or website.

Investment Disclaimer



Subject to these terms, you may view, print, and make copies of content for your own personal use. You may not, and shall not, copy, reproduce, download, 
"screen scrape", store,  transmit, broadcast, publish, modify, create a derivative work from, display, perform, distribute, redistribute, sell, license, rent, lease 
or otherwise use, transfer (either in printed,  electronic or other format) or exploit any content, in whole or in part, in any way that does not comply with these 

Terms without our prior written permission. To request permission to use any Content other than as expressly allowed in these terms, please contact 
oshands@skypath.com. 

As between The SkyToken (“SkyToken”) and you, all content is owned or controlled by Skypath Security ™. SkyToken, its logo, and, except as noted below, all 
other product or service names or  slogans displayed on the Service are registered and/or common law trademarks of SkyToken or its suppliers or licensors 

and may not be copied, imitated, or used, in whole or in  part, without the prior written permission of SkyToken or the applicable trademark holder. In 
addition, the look and feel of the Service, including all page headers, custom graphics, button icons, and scripts, is the service mark, trademark, and/or trade 

dress of SkyToken and may not be copied, imitated, or used, in whole or in part, without the prior written permission of SkyToken. 

All other trademarks, registered trademarks, product names, and company names or logos mentioned in the Service are the property of their respective 
owners. Reference to any products, services, processes, or other information, by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, supplier, or otherwise does not 

constitute or imply endorsement, sponsorship, or recommendation thereof by SkyToken. 

Nothing contained in these Terms grants you any interest in any of SkyToken’s or any third-party's intellectual property.
The use or misuse of SkyToken’s trademarks or other intellectual property, except as expressly allowed by these terms, is prohibited. You shall promptly 

notify SkyToken/Skypath Security if you know or suspect that any of SkyToken’s or its providers' intellectual property rights have been violated or infringed.

SkyToken and all related logos, trademarks, service marks and trade names are solely the property of The SkyToken Foundation. The absence of a name, 
logo or other mark here does not constitute a waiver of all intellectual property rights that SkyToken has set up. Other trademarks, names or logos used on 

the Website are property of their respective owners. You are not authorized to use any of the foregoing.
You acknowledge that SkyToken and/or its providers own the copyright in and to all content under the laws of the United States and other countries and 

have reserved all rights in and to such content. 

Terms of Service

mailto:oshands@skypath.com
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Sky Introduction
The SkyToken (“SkyToken”, “$SKY”) is the first of its kind Ethereum based ERC-20 charity token, created to work 
with Skypath Security. A leader in the Security space with a mission to protect everyone from active threats and 

hazards through Skypath's certification safety and security system which uses the most reliable technology, 
products, and services available. The Skypath Mobile Defense Platform™ gives real time critical information to 

first responders of a range of emergencies, including but not limited to; people trapped in an infrastructure, 
someone experiencing a medical emergency, or the discovery of an active threat within a building. This 

information is also relayed in real-time to employees of any hazardous situations and is easily customizable 
through their mobile defense.

The SkyToken Foundation charity function will offer free access to Skypath Security’s Mobile Defense 
Platform™. SkyToken Mobile Defense Grant Program will allow all qualified applicants up to 12 months of free 

access to Skypath Security’s Mobile Defense Platform™.

Every SkyToken transaction made via Uniswap, Decentralized Exchange (“DEX”), will trigger initiate passive 
charity function, this function distributes 3% of the transaction (converted to ETH) to the SkyToken Foundation. 

This allows the charity to continue to collect passive donations, keeping the charity running.



First Responders have access to live up to date blueprints and digital layouts



Sky Tokenomics
Name: The SkyToken  
Ticker: $SKY
Total Supply: 26,500,000 (total supply will be condensed to 10,000,000 in Q1, 2023)
Decimals: 18
ERC-20 Contract Address: 0x090FC4D5436D98E13473c4d6109De6A18BCfB0d4
Tax: 5% 
Recommended Slippage: 5.5%

Tax Breakdown Buys/Sells:                                                                            Supply Breakdown:
3% Charity                                                                                                                CEX Allocation - 10,000,000 
1% Liquidity                                                                                                              Staking Allocation – 8,000,000   
1% Marketing/Operations                                                                                 Giveaway Allocation – 1,000,000 

Team Allocation - 0
Where to buy:
https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap

https://etherscan.io/token/0x090fc4d5436d98e13473c4d6109de6a18bcfb0d4
https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap


Sky Wallet Breakdown
Wallet #1 - Burnt Tokens. This wallet stands for the 
tokens that are no longer in circulation and were 
removed from the total supply. 

Wallet #2 – Locked CEX Tokens. This wallet stands for 
the tokens set aside for Centralized Exchanges (“CEXs”). 
They do not affect the circulation supply. 

Wallet #3 – Deployer Wallet. This wallet stands for the 
tokens that will be added to the supply. 

Wallet #5/#6 –Staking Rewards/Tokens Staked. These 
wallets stand for the tokens distributed for the staking 
pool and the tokens staked by SkyToken holders. 

Wallet #7 – Uniswap Tokens. This wallet stands for the 
total amount of SKY that is available for purchase.*Breakdown accurate as of 20221119 at 7:35 pm est.

** Wallet #5 is the Unicrypt SkyToken Reward Pool.
*** Wallet #6 is the total tokens staked in the Unicrypt Staking Pool.



Sky Utilities

The SkyToken has various use cases/utilities that set the token apart from any other project in 
Defi. The project not only has a charity function, but it also incorporated diverse options to earn 

more tokens and fiat through its partner, Skypath Security. 

Live:
Sky Ambassador Program

Non-Whale Staking powered by Unicrypt 

Upcoming:
Whale Staking powered by Unicrypt (Q1, 2023)

Skynaut NFT Staking (TBD, 2023)
Sky Yield Farming (Q1, 2023)



Sky Staking

*Where to stake:
Skystaking - powered by 
Unicrypt

Please reach out to the Lead 
Dev, Omar, or any SkyToken 
Admin, if aid is needed to help 
stake your SkyToken's. Keep in 
mind, any transaction 
conducted on the blockchain 
will require ETH, which is called 
gas, to process the transaction.

*APY is subject to change, please refer 
to the APY Disclaimer.

https://app.unicrypt.network/chain/mainnet/farm/0x26c750AbAe4dcE2b92714DCf44Ff18c760DD6D61


What Is APY?
APY stands for annual percentage yield. It can also be referred to as EAR, or effective annual rate. APY/EAR typically applies to money you place in a deposit 

account, like a

*Savings account
*Money market account

*Certificate of deposit (CD)

APY can show you the amount of interest your investment could earn in a year. Generally, the higher the APY, the more interest your investment could earn. 
But keep in mind that how much you can earn also depends on how much you have in your account.

In addition to the interest rate, the APY considers compound interest and how often compounding happens in a year. Compound interest means you don’t 
earn interest on just what you’ve deposited. You also earn more interest from the interest you’ve already earned. 

Because it takes compounding into consideration, the APY can be more useful than the interest rate for comparing deposit accounts. For example, let’s say 
you’re comparing two deposit accounts that have the same interest rate. The APY might show that the one that compounds daily would earn you more 

interest than the one that compounds annually.

Keep in mind that the APY for a deposit account is usually variable. That means the APY can change and fluctuate with the market after the account is 
opened.

What Is a Good APY?
Like APR, there’s no standard for what qualifies as a “good” APY. But keep in mind that, generally, the higher the APY, the more interest you could earn.

*The APY present in any of the third-party staking platforms is subject to change. Neither SkyToken nor Skypath Security handles supplying exact APY 
figures. The team will audit the displayed APY figures and will notify Unicrypt of any adverse or deceptions findings and/or practices.

Annual Percentage Yield Disclaimer



Voice AI Covid-19 Screening - The 
Digital, Affordable, Secure and Effective 
First Line of Defense Voice Biomarkers 

& Artificial Intelligence

Skypath Health



The Skypath Defender Mobile App is live, 

and you can download it from the Apple 

App Store and Google Play Store.

Skypath Defender Mobile App



Sky Ambassador Program
The SkyToken has partnered with Skypath Security to create the Skypath Ambassador Program. The Program was created to find amazing people who are expectational at 

relationship building, inspires moments of optimism, and makes a positive difference in the world. 

What Sky Ambassadors Do

Serve as Ambassadors to steward Company messages

Embody the Company identity in appearance, personality, values, and ethics

Engage guests by sharing knowledge about The SkyToken and Skypath Security and its products

Share and inspire moments of happiness with guests

Support consumer and customer programs

Bring attention to both brands

*Interested in joining us, but not sure where to start? We’ve got you covered

Email Omar Shands, Chief Compliance Officer at  oshands@skypath.com or Jason Freitas, Director of Sales at jfreitas@skypath.com

What’s Required of Sky Ambassadors

Must be able to share and articulate information in a fun, friendly, and enthusiastic manner

Shall have a passion to making the work safer one building at a time 

*You do not have to hold any $SKY to be eligible to become a Sky Ambassador

*Terms and conditions do apply. This is a voluntary role and positions are filled based on need. Gender, Race, Ethnicity, Sex, Religion, Geographic location, and Age does not play a role in the selection process.

mailto:oshands@skypath.com
mailto:jfreitas@skypath.com


—Steve Jobs

“Your time is limited, so don't waste it living 
someone else's life. Don't be trapped by dogma –

which is living with the results of other people's 
thinking.”



Secured Locations/Pending Rollouts

Providence, RI
3 buildings

Pending nationwide 
rollout

Cranston, RI
*25 schools pending

Boys & Girls Club

Nationwide

Education Centers



Sky Grant Program
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How to Qualify

Interested participants will navigate to Skypath’s Security website found at www.Skypath.com to apply for the
“*Skypath Mobile Defense Grant Program (“Sky Grant”)". The Sky Grant will include the installation of the hardware,
complete facility or campus threat Assessment, monthly hosting, waived user access fees, interactive link with
first responders and access to active shooter on-site training and training materials for up to 12 months.
Additionally, schools can re-apply to extend the grant after completion of the first 12-month cycle.

Skypath Security™ certifies schools, retail stores, restaurants and public buildings or spaces against active
shooters, public threats and hazards with its interactive mobile defense platform linked directly to first
responders. We make public places safer one building at a time.

*Certain restrictions apply

http://www.skypath.com/


Skyeducation

Use Case                         Iso20022
Meme                                 Utility
Pump and Dump           Node
Merkle Tree                     POS/POW

The SkyToken Foundation has started the 501c3 application process to
be approved as a nonprofit organization based in the United States.

The two exempt classifications of 501(c)(3) organizations are as follows:

● A public charity, named by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) as "not
a private foundation", normally receives a substantial part of its
income, directly or indirectly, from the public or from the
government. The public support must be broad, not limited to
individuals or families. Public charities are defined in the Internal
Revenue Code under sections 509(a)(0) through 509(a)(4).

● A private foundation, sometimes called a non-operating foundation,
receives its income from investments and endowments. This income
is used to make grants to other organizations, rather than being
disbursed directly for charitable activities. Private foundations are
defined in the Internal Revenue Code under section 509(a) as 501(c)(3)
organizations, which do not qualify as public charities.

501c3 Charity Status



*Companies and individuals have the added benefit of donating crypto directly to the SkyToken 
Foundation via the SkyToken Foundation Charity ERC-20 Wallet: 

0xfb50Cca6289dE136FF449C391Fb4118771306569

*Once the SkyToken Foundation 501c3 application is approved, direct donations will be 100% tax deductible. Please consult with a tax accountant to figure out caps and limits.
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The SkyToken Team



Sky Lead Dev/Chief Compliance Officer

Omar is a driven financial services risk management professional with
certifications in cryptocurrency audit and blockchain analysis with over 14
years of practice in BSA and AML (KYC, CDD & EDD) Regulatory Compliance,
Enterprise Risk Management, Internal Audit, MSB, Licensing, and Process
Improvement. Direct involvement in creating and building Compliance
Management Programs, Regulatory Compliance (Investor, State and
Federal), Audit, Resource/Cost Management, Vendor Management, Risk
Assessments, Fraud, Licensing, Performance Metrics and Reporting, and
Business Presentations. Additionally, exposure to Federal Regulators such
as the CFPB, FRB, FTC, OCC, SEC, and various State Regulators/DFIs.

Omar has worked at Centralized Exchanges (CEXs), such as Uphold, and
various consulting engagements with companies such as Coinbase, Meta
and their Diem stable coin project. Also, Omar has turned down various
Compliance Officer opportunities with large tier one CEXs to focus on
educating individuals, free of cost, in Defi.

Omar Shands
aka The Crypto Wiz



Sky Admin Team



Sky Community Shoutout
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Sky Partners



Sky Partners

https://linktr.ee/DeltaFlare
https://linktr.ee/comicsandcrypto
https://hoo.be/missincurfew
https://rypplzz.com/index.html


Thanks!
Do you have any questions?

401.490-8766
omar@theskytoken.com

https:www.theskytoken.com
https:www.skypath.com

mailto:oshands@theskytoken.com
https://www.theskytoken.com
http://www.skypath.com/

